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posal." This proposal is an attempt to walk a tightrope between the tendency offundamen .. 
talism unthinkingly to appropriate Scriptural passages for ethical situations in ways that 
are abusive ot Scripture and the· intention of passages and the tendency of liberalism to 
overgeneralize Scriptural emphases. One can sympathize with Verhey's task, but it must be 
said that· his proposal is not altogether convincing. First, Verhey could help himself by 
expanding the explanation of his proposal. Concrete. examples of what a Christian . who is 
facing an ethical decision should do with Scripture would help. Personally I do not under
stand how Verhey expects limiting questions asked of Scripture to· those that involve a 
Christian's identity and integrity to help the Christian get from Scripture to his decision. 
Second, I am skeptical of the value of numerous other subjective hoops he. wishes a Scrip
tural passage to jump through before it can be applied to a present-day situation. Scrutiniz
ing the applicability of a passage of Scripture by God's role as. sanctifier of Scripture, by 
Jesus' role as the resurrected one, and especially by such a relative idea as justice before 
applying to "a changed and changing world" appears to allow Verhey to handcuff more of 
Scripture· than would satisfy most JETS readers. He wants to be able to disregard "Mat
thew's Halakic rulings" as well as "Paul's concrete admonitions." 

All in all, then, this is an excellent contribution in a much-needed area of research. In its 
design and its up-to-date critical approach it leaps far beyond the offerings· of Sanders and 
Houlden-and even the balanced·approach of Schnackenburg. The footnote documentation 
is excellent. The writing style is lucid. The book is carefully subdivided, making it usable as 
a text for a NT ethics course. Whether or not one agrees with Verhey's "modest proposal" 
or his view of Scripture, there is no doubt that he not only achieves his purpose of blending 
NT ethics with theory but also asks the right questions. Hopefully his effort will stimulate 
further development in this neglected area of NT research. 

William R. Baker 
Hammond, IN 

Judaism in the Beginning of Christianity. By Jacob Neusner. Philadelphia: Fortress, 1984, 
112 pp. Jesus and the World of Judaism. By Geza Vermes. Philadelphia: Fortress, 1984, 
197pp. 

These two boo~s represent the continued multiplication of literature· examining the 
numerous intersections between the beginnings of Christianity and the Judaism of the 
period. 

The first, written by a professor at Brown University who is undoubtedly the most 
prolific Jewish scholar of Judaism in this generation, is intended to serve as an introductory 
text for courses on the beginning of Christianity-not so much designed to describe that 
beginning as to describe the Jewish world of the land of Israel into which Jesus was born. 
The book does not so much address the sweeping historical and social settings that charac
terizestandardtexts of this sort as it deals with five topics that are generally included in 
any course syllabus dealing with the general subject. The first chapter is the most general 
and surveys the place of the temple, the relation between Herod and the Roman rule, 
economic life and education, social classes, and the main religious sects. The second chapter 
idealizes three types of piety in the Judaism of the age: sage, priest and messiah. By "sage" 
Neusner means to include the scribe or wiseman concerned to develop wise regulation for 
society, regulation based on Torah and faithfulness to God. The "priest" ties religious life 
and aspiration to the temple and its cult. By "messiah" Neusnerdoes not so much mean to 
refer to a variety of messianic pretenders as to the expectation of those Jews who antici
pated salvation by some sort of apocalyptic denouement centering ona messianic figure. 
The third chapter discusses the Pharisees, and the fourth examines the figure of Hillel, 
studied in the detailed way characteristic· of N eusner in order to show how flimsy the 
sources are when we try to construct anything like a modern biography of this famous rabbi 
and near contemporary of Jesus. This is designed to show us how critical study of other 
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ancient . figures in first-century Pal~stine (as the . land later came to be called) serves as a 
model and in some way confirms the historical skepticism in which we must engage as we 
study Jesus. The last chapter examines the impact of the destruction of·the temple on 
Judaism, in particular the theological response of Yohanan ben Zakkai. The book ends with 
amoving "Final Word." 

Like everything Neusner writes (or at least everything I have read-I cannot pretend to 
read all he writes), the book is· lucid and sympathetic. It includes many extraordinarily 
suggestive parallels and comparisons and is certainly stimulating to specialists as well as to 
students just entering the field. Nevertheless readers should be aware that Neusner's posi
tion on many points is not shared by many of his colleagues, both Christian and Jewish. For 
instance, his essay on the Pharisees, based on his three-volume magnum opus, is considera .. 
bly more skeptical of the sources than many others allow. His Pharisees are supremely 
focused on questions of ritual wholeness and the extension of that cultic purity into the 
sanctification needed for everyday life. Ultimately he argues that their concern and the 
concern of Christians for salvation are ultimately so different that they are dealing with 
mutually exclusive categories; and so "there really is no debate between Christian and Jew 
on the character of the Pharisees, and no apologetic is needed. Understanding supersedes 
dispute, respect for the deepest concern of the other takes the place of the need to justify 
and defend oneself. An issuehetween the Pharisees as we know them in rabbinical writings 
and the Christian critics of the Pharisees as we know their views in sayings assigned to 
Jesus is a simple question of how salvation is to be attained. That question endures, al
though in this ' very different century of ours the old bitterness is gone and a new sense of 
shared humility before God flourishes" (p. 61). The gentleness and humility are admirable, 
but one cannot help feeling that certain crucial issues are being ducked. Or again, in the 
detailed source-critical and form-critical study of the texts that describe . Hillel, . I am in
stantly drawn to comparisons with Bultmann's History of the Synoptic Tradition. The 
same mental agility is found here-along with the same tendency to pile speculation on 
speculation and to depend on too many disjunctions. For example, in his treatment of Hil
lei's alleged ordaining of the prozbul, N eusner finds an irreconcilable conflict between the 
justification for Hillel's action in his exegesis of Scripture and the justification of his action 
in the needs of his contemporary society-and on that basis he develops a source-critical 
analysis that results in a sublime skepticism as to how Hillel was involved, if at all. I confess 
I remain unpersuaded that the initial disjunction is valid, and so the ensuing source criti
cism is similarly suspect. 

The second book is rather different in intent and level. The Jewish scholar Vermes has 
brought together the ten chapters of this book from material already published. Some of 
the chapters have been only lightly revised, others somewhat more so. Vermes rather en
gagingly tells us · that the title of the book was chosen by the publishers: He himself would 
have preferred something like Jesus Within the World of Judaism since his entire approach 
demands that we interpret Jesus within the maelstrom of first-century Judaism. 

The first chapter, "Jesus the Jew," sums up the thesis of his rather important book by 
the same title. The next three chapters need to be read together under the general rubric . 
"The Gospel of Jesus the Jew." The first of these is "A Historian's Reading of the Gos
pels," in which there is just a bit too much self-protestation that his approach is likely to be 
less biased than that of others, whether Jew or Christian. The next is "The Father and His 
Kingdom," in which Jesus' authentic teaching revolves primarily on those passages in 
which Jesus presents himself as devoted to his heavenly Father. The third is "Jesus and 
Christianity," in which a contrast is drawn between Christianity as outlined by Paul and 
the teaching of Jesus as reconstructed ,by Vermes. There is no discussion of the famous 
work by J. G. Machen, The Origin of Paul's Religion, or of the book by Ridderbos, Paul and 
Jesus, or of more specialized treatments along the same line. Chapter . 5 rather movingly 
(and correctly) stresses the importance of Jewish studies in mature NT interpretation. The 
same theme is further developed in chap. 6, which focuses a little more on questions of 
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methodology. This chapter usefully criticizes Str-B and Kittel, and even some of the· recent 
work of Fitzmyer. Among its more useful arguments is that the "sectors likely to benefit 
most from comparison with Jewish sources are those of religious concepts and motifs" (p. 
81) instead of mere word studies· and the like. Chapter 7 restates Vermes' well-known 
position on the "Son of Man" debate. The final three chapters represent his latest views on 
the impact of.QL on the study of the OT and NT and on Jewish historiography. The book 
has wide usefulness for specialists both in NT and in Jewish studies. 

D. A. Carson 

Woman in the Bible. By Mary J. Evans. Downers Grove: InterVarsity, 1983, 160 pp., $5.95 
paper. 

In her investigation of the Biblical material on women, Evans purports to steer clear of 
the· Scylla of assuming we already know what the Bible says about women and the Charyb
dis ·of explaining away the- Biblical teaching concerning women as the result of cultural 
conditioning. Evans is thorough and well-read on her subject. 

Beginning with Genesis 1-2, Evans sees no distinctions between the man and woman. 
She critiques the usual reasons for understanding the woman as subordinate to the man in 
Genesis 2. Though Paul refers to the prior creation of the man in 1 Tim 2: 13 (the most 
conclusive argument for the woman's subordination), he does not draw any conclusions 
from it, Evans argues. And Adam's "naming" the woman in Gen 2:23 does not use the 
usual formula and so does not qualify as an exercise of dominion. In Genesis 3, subordina
tion is introduced-as one result of the fall. "Where there had been equality there would 
now be domination" (p.20). 

In her survey of the bulk of the OT material Evans, in the section "Woman in Society 
and the Family, "relies too heavily on what others say the Bible says about women. The 
Biblical references are often relegated to the endnotes. If they had been included in the text 
it would be easier to check them. In a few instances the references do not seem to support 
the thesis, as in the case of the wife~ s being seen only as ,a means of obtaining children (n. 
70: Prov 12:4; 14:1; 19:14; 31:10-31) (p.25). Evans concludes' that woman was a full member 
of the covenant community yet subject to her husband or father, and that patriarchy is not 
God's will for all time. 

Evans' discussion of the NT cultural influences (Judaism, Essenes and the Qumran sect, 
the Greco-Roman world) acts as an excellent foil to Jesus' relationships with women. Evans 
agrees with almost everyone else that Jesus broke with the customs of his day and treated 
women as persons of worth. She emphasizes that Jesus saw each person, regardless of sex, 
as a sinner in ·need of·repentance and forgiveness (p. 56). Jesus related to men and women 
in the same way. 

According to Evans, the key to understanding the relationship of man and woman is 
found in the doctrinal teachings of the epistles. Evans points outthat since Gal 3:28 affirms 
that men and women stand in the same relationship to God, no passage can be interpreted 
to teach otherwise. 

The key concept.for Evans is ·"head," and she . challenges its traditional interpretation 
as one. having authority over another. She suggests that authority was foreign to the Greek 
understanding of head and that Paul would have had to specify such connotations for his 
Greek audiences in Corinth (1 Cor 11:3) and Ephesus (Eph 5:21-24), though in Hebrew such 
connotations exist. It is difficult to be sure what·was in the minds of the Corinthians and 
Ephesians when they heard the word "head," but there were Jewish Christians in Corinth 
who would have been familiar with the OT usage. Evans then examines how "head" is used 
in 1 Cor 11:2-16; Eph 5:21-24 and prefers the meaning "source" or "origin" in both (1 Cor 
11:8; 0011:18). Evans sees the removal of subordinationism in the Trinity as a plus, but the 
subordination ·of the· Son to the Father is taught in 1 Cor 15:28. In addition, one wonders 
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